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Ten Prime Steak and Sushi 

"Ultimate Dining Experience"

Ten Prime Steak and Sushi is the ultimate dining experience in a romantic

yet fun filled atmosphere. A lot of crowd from all over the city pours in

here to taste the amazing hand cut steaks from corn-fed mid-western

beef! Along with the steaks, you can also enjoy a full sushi menu featuring

nigiri and sashimi and designer rolls. The Octopus-tako, cooked shrimp

and Fresh Water Eel—or Unagi as it is called—come highly recommended.

 +1 401 453 2333  www.tenprimesteakandsu

shi.com

 info@TenPrimeSteakandSu

shi.com

 55 Pine Street, Providence RI
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Sakura 

"Sushi bar and restaurant"

Sakura is located in the heart of busy Wickenden Street, close to

downtown Providence. It specializes in sushi and vegetarian dinners and

what it claims as some of the best teriyaki and sukiyaki in town. Maki is

emphasized here, along with house specials like Udon Suki (noodle soup

with seafood and vegetables). The ambiance is very Japanese, including

an authentic Tatami Room. If you and your date like raw fish, you may

want to order Loveboat for Two, which involves an assortment of sushi,

sashimi and maki.

 +1 401 331 6861  www.eatinri.com/sakura/  231 Wickenden St, Providence RI
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Providence Oyster Bar 

"Oysters and More"

Providence Oyster Bar is a great neighborhood seafood joint that serves

delicious seafood and a full service bar. Apart from having the classics like

oysters, Chowders and salads on offer, Providence Oyster Bar also has a

Sushi Bar with delectable options. Enjoy mouth-watering Sushi like the

California Roll, Surf & Turf roll and a lot more on offer. The bar menu

features some sumptuous bar food and drinks including cocktails, wines

and more at reasonable prices.

 +1 401 272 8866  providenceoysterbar.com/  283 Atwells Avenue, Providence RI
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